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Top quality shuttles - precision engineered in the UK
Tired of paying inflated prices for inferior quality?
Now you can buy direct from IWM.
Careful selection of materials together with close-tolerance machining
maximises the working life of our shuttles.

Here are some comments from end users:
"Required less 'bedding in' time."
"Excellent quality of joint."
"When can I have some more?"
We can manufacture any type of shuttle from a
sample, even an old or worn-out part will do.

Product benefits:

ü
ü
ü
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Quality engineered to Aerospace
standards.
Superior material specifications.
Extended working life.
Enhanced surface finish eliminates wire scratching

Updated Web Site
For all our customers with access to the
World Wide Web, you can now find us on
the internet:

http://business.virgin.net/iwm.ltd/
There you will find information and full
data sheets for our extensive range of
products.

Wey Hwang move to larger factory
To cope with the massive demand of
machine options, Wey Hwang have had
to relocate to a larger factory.
The new facilities will improve
delivery time and allow for larger
research and development laboratories.

How to reach us
Should you need help with machine
choice or require a demonstration, please
contact us by any of the following
methods:

Post:

Factory-direct pricing.

Wey Hwang launch new range of toroid winders

Tewkesbury Business Park

Phone:

Tewkesbury
Glos. GL20 8HB
(01684) 299930

Fax:

(01684) 290551

Modem:

(01684) 273705

Email:

iwm.ltd@virgin.net

The ”continuous improvement policy at Wey Hwang has brought about
a complete redesign of the toroidal range.

Now with modular design
The new series offers a modular capability so one
machine base can take a selection of winding heads
increasing versatility and scope of the machine.

Why choose anything
else?

IWM Ltd
Units 4A & 4B
Delta Drive

Web: http://business.virgin.net/iwm.ltd/

Alternatively return the fax back form on
Included in the range is a specially designed low-cost the reverse side of this page; simply
model.
complete your details where known.
Whilst

UNBEATABLE!

Need a sample?
IWM offer an efficient core sampling service. From the bare core specification, we select best equipment to use,
wind some samples and return them to you together with example production times, quotation etc. we can then
demonstrate the machine to get your production started at your premises at your convenience.

All this is available to you absolutely free
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